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Abstract. This paper presents a path planning method considering physical
limits for two-wheeled mobile robots (TMRs). A convolution operator is used to
generate the center velocity trajectory to travel the distance along predefined
Bezier curve while considering the physical limits. The trajectory gained
through convolution does not consider the rotating angle of TMR, so we present
a transformational method for the center velocity trajectory along the planned
path as a function of time for the parameter of the Bezier curve.
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1 Introduction
TMRs are recently widely used as cleaning robots and intelligent service robots;
thus, extensive research is underway on trajectory planning to minimize energy and
optimize traveling time as well as to resolve issues regarding smooth traveling toward
the desired destinations in workspaces [1-3].
If the physical limits of TMR during path planning and trajectory generation are
considered, potential damage to TMR can be reduced, and trajectory tracking
accuracy can be improved [3]. To this end, trajectory planning methods of center
velocity of TMR using a convolution operator have been suggested that consider
physical limits of TMR in workspaces [2, 4]. However, the method does not consider
a heading angle—part of TMR’s kinematics. Instead, they consider only the
translational velocity and paths as opposed to the center of TMR in Cartesian
coordinates. In a path planning for TMR, a smooth path planning method that
considers the initial and final heading angles is a basic goal.
When generating a trajectory of TMR, path planning methods have been studied for
TMR arriving in a desired posture at a final destination based on a starting position
and heading angle using a Bezier curve [5].
In this study, we first generate a path based on a Bezier curve in order to build
smooth path while considering heading angle. A convolution operator is used to
generate the velocity for the robot center to travel the planned path. In this process, the
velocity trajectory can be generated while considering the maximum velocity and
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acceleration. The velocity trajectory gained through convolution is a trajectory along
the path which a robot travels given distance that does not consider the rotating angle
of TMR. In order to consider a rotating angle of TMR, a transformational method is
presented that consists of segmented paths along designed Bezier curve with the
central velocity generated through convolution. Finally, the trajectory obtained
through transformational process can be used for TMR to smoothly follow the
planned path while staying within the physical limits. In the convolution and
transformation process, the sampling should be conducted. Tracking errors between
the parametric Bezier curve and the trajectory generated through transformation
process are analyzed according to the sampling time.

2 Bezier Curve based Path Planning
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Fig. 1. Kinematics of TMR and Bezier Curve-based path planning

A curved trajectory is commonly generated using Bezier curve [5]. As shown in
Fig. 1, a trajectory is generated using a Bezier curve consisting of Pi(A0, B0), Pf(A3, B3)
, and control points C1(A1, B1) and C2(A2, B2). An equation for the Bezier curve is
calculated using C1and C2 and it is given below in equation (1).
x(u)=A0 1 u
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3A u 1 u A u 3 ,
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y(u) = B0(1− u) 3 + 3B1u(1 − u) 2 + 3B2u2 (1 − u)+ B3u 3

(1-a)
(1-b)

In equation (1), u is an arbitrary parametric value in 0 ≤ u ≤ 1and can be used to
generate a smooth curve from a starting point to a target point: a more precise Bezier
curve with a smaller increase. The path given by equation (1) does not consider
velocity and it is only parameterized by u.

3 Convolution based Trajectory Planning Following Bezier Curve
There have been research results that the path generation method may use
convolution operator to create a central velocity trajectory of TMR for smooth path
generation while satisfying physical limits [2,3].
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Let a Bezier-curve-based path as shown in Fig. 1 that considers the rotating angle
using a constant value u be as p(u) The traveling distance is calculated as in equation
(2). The moving distance is used to generate the central velocity trajectory for the
robot in convolution [2,3]. The curved distance Bd along the path p(u) from Pi to Pf as
in Fig. 1, is calculated as follows:
1

∑

Bd =

=

Ap(u).

(2)

u 0

The calculated Bd is an actual moving distance along the path designed with
Bezier curve which has smooth curve. To generate the center velocity trajectory of
TMR using convolution, the moving distance S is thus used as an input value. If the
center velocity trajectory, vc(t) is generated to have the traveling distance as S = Bd
the trajectory using the advantages of convolution while considering velocity limits.
Here, vi, vf, vmax and the sampling time can be arbitrarily set according to the
specifications of TMR [2, 3].
However, the generated velocity trajectory of vc(t) becomes the central velocity
trajectory of TMR to travel the moving distance S while not considering the
directions. In other words, assume that for an any position, (x(ui), y(ui)) , the robot
travels at the velocity of vc(ti) in Fig. 1. the subsequent position can be moved to an
entirely different position depending on the rotating angle Oi. In order to consider
positions in task space that depend on velocities in paths with rotating angles, the
parameter u(t) of Bezier curve for the distance during the sampling time should be
determined and is calculated as shown in equation (3). The trajectory p(u(t)) with the
rotating angle can be obtained by inputting the determined u(t) in equation (1). In
p(u(t)), as the sampling time is shorter, the path can more accurately follow p(u)
generated by constant parameter value u.
t+t
0

+1t
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2

where, t1, t2 are travelling time according
to first and second convolutions,
(v t) c
u ( t ) = = the
respectively, and u(t) represents
parameter
,
of
Bezier
curve
(3)
B d) ≤ 1.
depending on the central velocity witht 00 ≤ u(t
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(a) Trajectories driven by central velocities
(b) Tacking errors along the Bezier curve
Fig. 2. Trajectories and tracking errors according to the sampling time

The trajectory generated by using u(t) satisfies the maximum velocity allowed by
the physical limits of TMR while following the curved path with heading angles. Fig.
2(a) shows the trajectories based on central velocity according to the sampling times,
which satisfied the physical limits along the Bezier curve path. In this figure, the
distance between positions of the trajectory is the travelling distance driven by the
central velocity function in a sampling time. The results showed that the generated
trajectory was depending on the central velocity function’s trajectory. Fig. 2(b)
represents the tracking error between the Bezier curve and the trajectory generated
according to sampling time of 1ms, 50ms, 10ms. The error becomes larger as high
angular velocity and long sampling time.

4 Conclusions
A velocity trajectory generation method that enables a TMR to travel smoothly
along curved path while staying within the actuator’s physical limits was proposed.
The path planning method proposed in this paper can be utilized for a path planning
with optimized travelling time and an energy-efficient path planning that considers the
limited battery power of a running robot.
We examined tracking errors according to the sampling tine when convolution and
transformation process. For smooth control, the effect of sampling time should be
considered.
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